The impact of thought disorder on therapeutic alliance and personal recovery in schizophrenia and schizoaffective disorder: An exploratory study.
Thought and language disorders are a main feature of schizophrenia. The aim of the study is to explore the impact of thought disorder on therapeutic alliance and personal recovery because of its interference with verbal communication. Thought disorder, positive and negative symptoms (Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale), functioning (Modified Global Assessment of Functioning scale), insight (Scale to Assess Unawareness of Mental Disorder), attachment insecurity (Psychosis Attachment Measure), therapeutic alliance (Scale to Assess the Therapeutic Relationship), and personal recovery (Recovery Assessment Scale, Integration Sealing-Over Scale) were assessed in 133 outpatients with schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder at baseline and twelve months later. The data were analyzed by hierarchical multiple linear regression. Higher levels of thought disorder were significantly associated with lower clinicians' ratings, but not with patients' ratings of therapeutic alliance. In addition, lower clinicians' ratings of therapeutic alliance were significantly linked to a more sealing over and less integrative recovery style. In fact, the lower therapeutic alliance ratings mediated the association between thought disorder and a sealing over recovery style. The results highlight the importance of considering thought disorder in treatment of schizophrenia and schizoaffective disorder which may interfere with therapeutic alliance and treatment efforts towards recovery.